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ABSTRACT 

While there are many healthy and productive ways to use debt, credit card debt unfortunately and 

typically speaking is not the best, due to its high annual percentage rate (APR) and compounding 

interest phenomenon. However, it is important to differentiate between carrying a debt and using 

a credit. Using a credit card doesn't automatically mean that we will end up in debt because it is 

100% practically possible to use credit cards for every single purchase we make without ever 

paying a dime in interest back or ending up carrying any debt whatsoever. Thus, having and 

using a few credit cards, albeit responsibly is an important part of maintenance of overall credit 

rating or CIBIL score of an individual. The CIBIL score is a numerical representation of all of 

the raw information in our credit profile. It is made up of a few components (see image below), 

including our history of on-time payments, how much outstanding revolving debt we have 

proportionate to our total credit line, the average length or age of our credit history, how often 

we have requested new credit and different types of credit we have like car loans, education 

loans, personal loans etc. and loans on credit cards as having a few differential types is always 

better and healthy for a good credit rating or CIBIL score. By using the credit card and paying it 

on time, we also establish a pattern of on time payment activity as well, without having to pay 

any additional fee which again helps our credit score. While debt can be expensive, there are 

always better ways to use it productively and safely. By opening and holding several credit cards 

(only, if we can manage responsibly), we can show that we are responsible and able to handle 

credit, which can also help us make sure that we practice normal financial discipline as well and 

not spend money that we don't have on our credit cards. We have deliberated on some aspects of 

credit card in the last part of this series. Let us continue further. 
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A Normal Credit Score Break–up 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 

Rewards, Cashback or Airmiles: What should we go for? 

Credit card providers always come up with new ways to attract consumers. Some credit cards 

specialize in rewarding a particular spending habit. Credit cards reward the customers primarily 

in the form of Points, Cashback or Airmiles. Choosing a particular rewards credit card after 

identifying our spending habits is very important as it allows us to maximize our returns on 

transactions.  

But Really? Should a Rewards Program decide our Credit Card? 

 

The Answer is a Resounding YES 

Our credit card rewards options are almost endless. If we get a co-branded card issued by a petrol 

pump chain, a hotel chain, a clothing store, our rewards may increase even faster. The trick is to 

find the card that best fits our spending patterns. Doing the reverse i.e. altering our spending 

patterns to fit with a particular card is foolish, but if we are already spending a few days a month 

in a particular hotel chain or a specific airline, it is best to use the card that will encourage our 

continued patronage by offering us discounts. One of the biggest selling points for credit cards is 

the rewards that they offer on our transactions. There are hundreds of credit cards presently, 

being offered in India. They vary on the interest charged, annual fees, suited for a particular 

spending motif or rewards program associated with it. Credit card selection should be dealt with 

as much seriousness as given to any major loan decision. Hence, credit card applicants must 

consider the reward program as an important factor and match it positively to their spending 

habits. This point can be best illustrated through this example; suppose we are frequently make 

retail or online purchases but we rarely travel (may be once a year for vacations). If in this 

scenario, we take an airmiles credit card that gives minimal miles on retail purchases and bonus 

points on flight bookings, then our purchases are not efficiently rewarded. On the flip side, our 
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airmiles won’t accumulate enough to make the infrequent airline ticket free, as our points start to 

expire after 2 years. This way we can never truly maximize our purchases/spends or make our 

credit card working for us. Let us see the various reward options linked with credit cards: 

1. AirMiles Credit Cards: Many banks or financial institutions offer airmiles as an incentive 

to use their cards. The cards may be independent or co–branded with an airline partner. The 

airmiles reward credit cards directly reward our eligible transactions with airmiles which 

can be redeemed on our airfare. Co–branded credit cards come in association with certain 

airlines and reward us with frequent flyer miles directly but with that particular airline only. 

Independent credit cards offer the user to redeem points on any of the partner airlines 

associated with the provider. Both options offer huge savings as the generic credit cards 

charge a fee when converting points to airmiles. These credit cards also offer discounts and 

additional benefits when used for booking flight tickets. The benefits can range from extra 

baggage weight allowance to priority pass lounge access. Certain airmiles reward credit 

cards also give away annual complimentary flight tickets depending on the customer 

profile and spending habit. 

2. Reward Credit Cards: Most of the credit cards reward the user in points. What sets these 

cards apart are the flexibility they offer to the users. The points can be redeemed on a wide 

range of selection offered through their rewards catalogue. The rewards catalogue offers a 

host of selection ranging from apparels, electronic items, travel vouchers, luxury and 

lifestyle items and much more. The reward credit cards are a great choice for those who are 

new to credit cards or those who love shopping. Some of the reward credit cards also offer 

a chance to convert the points to airmiles for a nominal fee. This allows the casual traveler 

to upgrade their class of ticket or book one using their accumulated reward points. 

3. Cashback Credit Cards: Some credit card providers offer cash back as an incentive to 

entice the users. Here, the credit card issuing bank or the financial institution pays back a 

small percentage of the amount spent by the consumer. This card is for the users who value 

their money and want to be free from the restrictions offered on other reward programs 

such as expiration date (airmiles or reward points) or redemption fee (to order 

merchandise). The savings are done in the currency alone and the accumulated money can 

be used by the user whenever they want. The beauty of the cash back credit cards is that 

such savings never expire unlike the reward points or airmiles. 

4. Best of the Three Worlds: If we find that we don’t have a particular spending habit and 

make mixed purchases mostly, then we can go in for the credit card that offers us a bit of 

everything. These credit cards reward us with points that can be converted to cash or 

airmiles. The cash, most of the times, can only be used to pay the outstanding amount. 

These credit cards do not usually charge a conversion fee as well. These credit cards will 

not be as efficient at maximizing our returns as a cashback, airmiles or rewards credit card 

but then this is a small price to pay for the versatility offered by such cards. 
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A little bit detail about Credit Card Reward Points 

As we discussed above, banks or financial institutions that offer credit cards generally reward 

their credit card holders with gifts, freebies, discounts and other deals. Reward programmes 

encourage customers to use their credit card for bill payments, shopping, dining, travel and more. 

In return, customers can stack up points and redeem them later for a variety of perks and gifts. 

Reward points are valued at much lesser than the value actually spent on the credit card, but it is 

only a perk offered by the bank and is not a way to earn our money back. However, once we 

have accumulated enough reward points, we can redeem them for airmiles, merchandise, cash, 

gift vouchers and much more. 

How to earn Reward Points 

Each bank offers different methods of earning points. Points earned will vary between different 

cards based on whether the card is a basic credit card or one that has a high priority. Credit card 

companies usually offer the following schemes: 

1. Welcome Rewards: Some banks welcome the customer into being a credit cardholder by 

crediting their rewards account with welcome points. We can earn a few thousand reward 

points from the word go just by joining the credit card company. Some card issuers also 

reward extra points if we spend on our credit card within the first 90 days of the card 

issuance. 

2. Regular Rewards: For every `100 we spend on our credit card, we usually earn a pre–set 

number of reward points. This can range from 1 point and up to even 10 points or more 

depending upon the card type of any promotional offer period going on. 

3. Bonus Points: We can earn bonus points when we spend a certain amount on our credit 

card, for e.g. we earn 1 reward point for every ` 100 spent, but if we spend ` 1.5 lacs or 

more on our credit card in a month, any additional expenditure in the month will earn 

double the reward points for every ` 100 spent. 

4. Accelerated Rewards: We can earn extra points when we spend on special categories such 

as shopping at partner stores, partner restaurants, dining expenses, entertainment and so on. 

For example, if our credit card is travel–oriented, we can earn extra points when we spend 

on bus tickets, train tickets or flight tickets. If our card is a shopping–oriented card, we 

might earn extra points on retail purchases. 

5. High–value Purchases: Spending on purchases that are of high–value such as jewelry, 

travel bookings and holidays can fetch us more reward points. 

6. International Rewards: Some credit cards can earn extra points for spending on the card 

while we are abroad, although they may come with a rider for linked charges (details in 

upcoming sections). 

7. Loyalty Points: Some credit card companies also offer rewards upon renewal of our credit 

card and for our loyalty to the credit card, we can earn a significant sum of points to be 

redeemed later. 

8. Add–On or Supplementary Cards: We can avail of add–on or supplementary cards for 

our family members as well with credit limit clubbed to ours (sometimes). The only 
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condition is that they should be major having attained the age of 18 years. Any points 

earned for spends on this card will be credited to the main credit card holder’s rewards 

account. 

Reward Points Redemption 

Redeeming the reward points can be done in a number of ways and this depends on the methods 

offered by the bank. Before we opt to redeem our accumulated reward points, check out the 

following pointers: 

1. Minimum points required: Depending on our credit card features, we will either require a 

minimum number of points to be eligible for redemption or there may be no minimum 

points required. Every reward, however, will cost us some number of points that we will 

require to be able to redeem our reward points. 

2. Expiration Date: Almost all reward points earned have an expiration date. Banks usually 

set this date at around 2 or 3 years from when they were earned. Keep checking the reward 

points summary regularly and redeem them on time to avoid losses on the same. 

3. Redemption Fee: There is usually a fee associated with redemption of reward points. This 

fee is approximately ` 99–100 which is charged for handling and processing the rewards. 

 

We can then go ahead and redeem our rewards for a gift of our choice. Banks offer various 

methods that make it convenient for customers to convert their points into gifts quickly and 

without any hassle. 

Modes of Rewards Redemption 

1. Online: Redeeming the points is the easiest through the online banking mode. Simply 

register for online banking on the bank’s website; usually card holders have a savings 

account of same bank also linked with it from where they make the monthly bill payments 

or if not from same bank, we might have to link our credit card to any of our online 

banking account in order to access our credit card information. We can then use our user ID 

and password to log in and once logged in; we can view our unbilled transactions, credit 

card statements, pay our credit card bill, view our rewards summary and redeem our points 

as well. We can have access to the rewards catalogue to view and choose the gifts, we like 

the best. The rewards can be picked as per the points balance. Placing the order is very easy 

and the merchandise or gift of our choice is delivered to our registered postal address in 

credit card account in approximately 10 business days after our order is processed by the 

card issuing bank. Any handling charges will be charged to our credit card. 

2. Customer Care: We can contact the customer care of our bank via phone or email. Over 

the phone, a representative will walk us through our points balance and the process of 

redemption. We can place our request for redemption with the representative. Provide the 

required details and the product we have chosen. We might be required to download the 

redemption form, fill it up and email it to the customer care. Again, as I said above, it can 

take approximately 10 business days for our order to be processed and delivered and any 
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handling charges of approximately ` 99–100 will be charged to our credit card and reflect 

in next statement. 

3. Post: We can download the rewards redemption form or get one at a bank branch. Fill it in 

and mail it to the bank’s credit card division postal address. From the date of receipt of the 

form, it can take 10 to 15 working days for our reward to be shipped to our registered 

address. The points will be reduced from our rewards point balance and the merchandise or 

gifts or vouchers will be delivered to us. 

4. In–Store: Some banks partner with a number of retail stores and online stores where 

customers can shop and pay for their purchases with their reward points. Any balance 

amount for the purchase will be charged to the credit card. This is also known as a fast–

track option where mode of payment is Points + Pay. 

What can we redeem Reward Points for? 

Banks offer a variety of rewards to choose from under their rewards programmes, each bank 

trying to outdo others. Listed below are some of the rewards we can redeem our points for: 

1. Merchandise: The best way is to refer to the rewards catalogue provided by the credit card 

issuing bank to see what products are on offer that matches our points balance. Choose 

merchandise according to family’s or own liking, which can either be one product or 

multiple products. Merchandise can span across various categories that include Electronics 

and Appliances, Smart phones, Music Accessories, Apparel and Accessories, Footwear, 

Home and Décor, Kitchen, Health and Wellness, Travel Accessories, Stationery, Perfumes, 

Personal Care, Movie Tickets, Bus Tickets, Air Tickets, Hotel Bookings, Mobile Recharge, 

DTH Recharge and Gift Cards etc. 

2. Gift Vouchers: We can redeem our points for gift vouchers which are valued at ` 100 to ` 

5,000 or more. Gift vouchers can be used to shop at the respective store or the online store. 

Gift voucher categories can include apparel, books, groceries, lifestyle, food, beverages and 

more. With a gift voucher, we can redeem it for products or items from the brand’s store. 

Any remainder amount can be paid by means of our choice i.e., cash, debit card, credit card 

etc. 

3. Airmiles: Credit cardholders can convert their reward points into AirMiles with partner 

airlines depending on the frequency of travel of the card holder.   

4. Room Miles: Banks sometimes partner with hotels for their rewards programme as well. 

Under this option, customers can convert their reward points to room miles which they can 

redeem at the partner hotels.  

5. Cash Back: Many card holders prefer to convert the points for a cash back which can be 

either used against their credit card bill or can be used to shop on their credit card. Cash 

backs are one of the great options to reduce the credit card’s outstanding monthly balance. 

6. Charity: We can use our reward points to make a donation to a charity that is listed with 

the bank in the rewards catalogue. We can make donations to sponsor kids’ mid–day meals 

or education for poor children. We can also contribute by helping the disabled, blind, 

elderly, the poor and the less fortunate but more deprived ones. Charities under the rewards 

programmes also include contributions towards health, environment, employment, 
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traditional employment, women and youth. Our reward points will be converted into the 

cash value and donated to the charity of our choice. 

7. Transfer Points: Some banks allow customers to transfer a certain limit of reward points 

earned to their family member/s or friend/s who may also be holding credit card/s from the 

same bank. Axis Bank is one of the examples that provide this facility to transfer reward 

points as a gift to a family member who is an Axis Bank customer. 

 

So, which is a better option for credit card: reward points or cash back?  

It is difficult to ignore the convenience options offered by a credit card. It is not only a safer 

option compared to cash transactions, but also offers benefits in the form or rewards or cash–

back options. However, picking up credit cards randomly can defeat the purpose of the benefits 

offered by them. Therefore, it is prudent to know the payback options and how we can make the 

most of them before we opt for one: 

 

1. Cash back: In the case of a cash–back card, we get back a fixed percentage of the amount 

we have spent every time we swipe it. The amount varies for various banks and card issuers 

may notify us about the changes in their offers from time to time. For instance, the Citibank 

credit card gives 5% cash back on movie tickets, telephone and utility bills and 0.5% for all 

other transactions. Besides, most banks set a minimum transaction amount on their cards to 

qualify for the benefits and have a cap on the cash they return to the customer, for e.g. the 

minimum transaction amount for the Standard Chartered Super Value Titanium card is ` 

750, with maximum cash back of ` 100 per transaction and ` 500 for a month. The process 

of redeeming the cash reward also varies. Some banks let us adjust the cashback amount 

against that due for the next month’s bill. While for some banks we may have to call the 

customer care number to get our cash rewards, others may pay it every month or at a pre–

determined period. Some cash–back offers also come with a limited validity period. Cash–

back cards, however, come with a few set of conditions like for e.g. if we fail to pay our 

dues on time, the cash back we accumulate will not be credited to us. Therefore, like any 

other financial product, it is better to go through the fine print (offer document) and know 

all the benefits of the card before we pick up one. 

 

2. Reward points: Like cash–back cards, we can accumulate reward points on card 

purchases. For every ` 100–150 we spend on our card, we get 1–5 points, for e.g. the 

Standard Chartered Platinum Rewards Points card lets us earn five points for ` 150 spent. 

Each point earned can be worth between ` 0.25 and ` 1, depending on the bank and the 

product. Customers spend and accumulate reward points, which they can redeem for 

various products and vouchers through net banking and phone banking. If they do not 

redeem their reward points in time, they might lapse. 

How to pick the right card then? 

Both cash back and reward point cards have their own advantages and limitations. The good part 

about cash back is that most banks automatically adjust it against the outstanding bill amount 

next month. However, reward points have to be redeemed against products. As per an industry 
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survey numbers, only 35–40% of reward points are being used. Most cash–back cards come for 

specific spending categories, such as dining and entertainment. If we spend across categories, 

generic reward point cards work well. However, our choice of cards should depend on how much 

we spend on it and for what expenditure (see image below). So, irrespective of the card we 

choose, if we use it irresponsibly, we could end up in a debt trap. Choosing the right card is as 

important as using the card sparingly and only to buy things that we need. Apart from choosing 

the right card, we need to choose the right bank as well. Many banks may offer us credit cards. 

We could choose the bank with which we maintain our savings or current account so that 

payment making can be easy. There are other banks that allow us to take cards without having a 

savings or current account with the issuing bank. We can then view and compare different offers 

to find the best card for us. 

 

 

Choice of Awards 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 

 

Credit Card Eligibility 

To ensure that our credit card application is approved, we must meet certain eligibility 

requirements. Each bank or card may have different parameters. If we don’t meet the 

requirements set by the bank, our application may be rejected. If this happens, our credit 

score also might take a hit. It is vital that we go through the eligibility criteria before applying for 

a card. Make sure to tick off each criterion in the checklist to improve our chances of getting 

approved.   
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Credit card eligibility requirements to get a credit card in India: 

1. Applicant must have a minimum age of 18 years 

2. The minimum income salary must be between ` 1 lac and ` 3 lacs. 

3. Applicant should either be salaried or self–employed 

Factors of Credit Card Eligibility Criteria: 

1. Age: One must be at least 18 years old. However, some banks have a minimum 

requirement of 21 years. The maximum age requirement also differs and it generally goes 

up to 60 years. 

2. Annual salary: Our annual income determines if we are eligible for a particular card. The 

minimum salary required to apply credit card in India is around ` 3 lac per 

annum. Although, it is best to check this criterion with our bank as this requirement differs 

depending on the card issuer we choose. 

3. Nationality or residential status: Citizens, residents and non–residents can apply. 

However, there are a few cards that are only available for Indian citizens. 

Factors Affecting Our Credit Card Eligibility: 

Besides the above–mentioned criteria, there are certain factors that also determine our 

eligibility:   

1. Credit score: Our chances of getting a credit card increases when we have a stellar credit 

score. If we have a bad score, our application will most likely be rejected. A good credit 

score is anywhere from 750 to 900. 

2. Existing Debt: Our card provider will also consider our credit utilization ratio. If our dues 

exceed the granted limit, it may affect the approval of our application. 

3. Employment: Another factor that affects our eligibility is our employment status. Staying 

in our current job for more than a year can improve our chances of getting a credit card 

significantly. 

4. Location: Banks also take our location into consideration when they assess our application. 

Certain cards are only available to those residing in particular cities. 

Documents Required for a Credit Card Application: 

The documents we will need to furnish with our application will differ from bank to bank. 

However, below is a list of some of the basic documents required we will need to submit:  

1. Completed application form 

2. Passport–size photographs 

3. Proof of identity (Copy of PAN, Aadhar, Passport etc.) 

4. Proof of residence (Utility bills, driving license, PAN, Aadhar etc.) 

5. Latest salary slips 

6. Form 16 

7. Bank statements 

 

If we are self–employed, we will need to submit additionally: 
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1. Income proof 

2. Statement of accounts 

3. Proof of business 

 

If we are applying for a student credit card, we will have to provide our student ID card along 

with our application form. 

What does good credit actually mean? 

When we say someone has good credit, it means a combination of things. Typically it means 

they have open credit available, but not too much. They have a good and lengthy payment 

history and it also means they don’t have inappropriate debt levels. If someone has never used 

credit, they don’t have a track record for using it wisely. So it is important to use it when we 

don’t need it, so we will have a track record for when and if we do need it. 

There are rules we need to follow to ensure: 

1. We have credit available 

2. We use our credit wisely and within our budget 

3. We have a good or excellent credit rating 

4. Our credit history is accurate 

5. We have credit available for emergencies 

 

Credit Card Usage and Fallacies 

 

Credit card usage in India has increased exponentially in the past couple of years. According to 

RBI, there were over 4.71 crore active credit card accounts in India in March 2019, compared to 

just over 2.7 crore cards in October 2016 (plastic money in use before Demonetization exercise). 

These numbers highlight a remarkable shift in preferences after #Demo in November 2016. 

However, new credit card users are prone to making mistakes when using plastic. There are 

many such commonly made mistakes or as we call in our medical lingo, a few cardinal sins that 

credit card users should avoid at all cost. Listed below are a few of those mistakes which the 

credit card users make sometimes: 

 

1. Divulging our card details and compromising security: The biggest mistake we do is to 

reveal our credit card details to anyone claiming to be a representative of the card 

company. Banks and credit card companies will never ask us for details. Anybody who 

does so is a scamster out to rob us. Also, we have to be careful when handing over our card 

at a merchant outlet, especially at petrol pumps or makeshift establishments. There are high 

chances of the credit card getting skimmed, cloned leading to misuse and losses. Basic 

precautions can save us millions, in a literal sense.  

2. Non–payment of dues on time: Credit card companies don’t like customers who miss 

payments. They send reminders by email, postal mail (if registered for physical statement) 

and SMS, telling us when payment is due. Don’t ignore these alerts. Missing a payment 

attracts penalty as well as interest on the outstanding amount. What’s more, purchases 
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made in the following month do not get an interest free credit. The biggest loss is a 

blemished credit history and lower credit (CIBIL) score, which adversely impacts our 

chances of availing any credit facility in the future.  

3. Payment of only the minimum due amount: Credit card companies want us to revolve 

the credit so that they can earn a fat interest (after all they are there to earn). If we pay only 

the minimum due, we are charged 2–4% interest on the unpaid amount. This works out to 

24–48% annually and is the most expensive form of debt. When we have an outstanding 

balance on our card, the interest free period on purchases does not apply either. Any 

additional spends accrue interest from day one and we end up paying hefty interest costs.  

4. Withdrawing cash: Credit cards allow users to withdraw cash from ATM’s albeit at a very 

high cost. There is a fixed charge for any cash advance. This can be as high as 2.5% of the 

amount withdrawn. Withdrawals attract a high interest of 2–4% a month. Unlike purchases 

at merchant establishments, the interest rate meter on cash withdrawals starts from the first 

day. During international travel, foreign exchange cash withdrawals attract an additional 

transaction fee (unless specified in the card offer document). 

5. Utilizing full limit: A credit card gives the user the freedom to spend. Goods and services 

that once appeared beyond one’s reach becomes available with the swipe of a card. 

However, if we use up a large portion of the available credit limit, our credit score gets hit. 

High credit usage portrays the user as credit hungry with a potentially higher chance of 

default. This adversely affects the credit (CIBIL) score and may make it difficult for us to 

access additional credit facilities.  

6. Spending to earn rewards: Card companies encourage us to spend more by offering 

reward points on every expense. While it sounds enticing, don’t spend only to earn reward 

points. Also, don’t wait too long to accumulate points. The reward points lose value over 

time like money. If 10,000 points can fetch a reward point item today, two years later the 

same item may need 13,000 points.  

7. Closing cards randomly: People sometimes shut their card accounts. However, this is not 

advisable. For example, if we have two cards with a credit limit of ` 50,000 each and we 

spend ` 30,000 a month, the credit utilization ratio is 30%. If we close one card, our credit 

utilization ratio jumps to 60%. A higher credit utilization ratio hurts the credit score, thus 

making it difficult to avail loans in future. 

 

 

(To be Continued) 

 

(We shall continue more on this in the twin (second) part –  Part 4 of this series in 

Volume 2 Issue 2 – Mar–Apr 2019 issue with further insight on credit cards usage for all of 

us) 
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